A QUICK COMPARISON OF PATROL EFFORTS FOR SUPPORTIVE PROTECTION: A CASE STUDY OF TWO STATIONS IN VIETNAM
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Abstract. Law enforcement efforts related to patrol routes may be sufficiently supporting forest protection around the world. However, the adequacy of patrol efforts of stable patrol routes, with regard to illegal activities on conservation at the local level, has infrequently been explored in the past time. This study is to compare the highest qualification of current threats to conservation in protected areas (PAs) of both Nam Tien and Hon Can forest stations (FSs) which belongs to Pu Hu and Xuan Lien Nature Reserves (NRs). A total of eleven-track was explored using a conventional patrol performance. Typically, forest rangers have established the permanent GPS-tracks through the areas with the highest potential of negative effects of conservation in the sub-area forest because of recording and preventing effective illegal activities. As a result, patrol-hours of patrolling routes in both sides were correlated to illegal activity encounters and the number of staff. In contrast, the number of illegal activity in Nam Tien FS was correlated with patrol-distance. It is concluded that forest management should not only consider on the number of staff, but also patrol-hours could be one of a specific indicator of working field in the short-term period of adaptive patrol in the sustainable conservation.
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Introduction

Forest, as the largest natural benefit, plays an essential role in the activities of global conservation (Kusters and Belcher, 2004; Bach et al., 2005; Queiroz et al., 2013; Zhou, 2015; Patarkalashvili, 2016a). Due to cattle grazing, logging, and poaching, that have been declining biodiversity (Struhsaker, 1997; He et al., 2009; Critchlow et al., 2016) by strengthened human preferences and human inefficiencies of collecting resources acquisition. Usually, there are several stakeholders in local areas with often have the conflict of interests in forest management. It should be noted that residents commonly gather fuelwood and timber illegally, as well as other NTFPs (Allendorf et al., 2007a). And the protective function hugely depends on the small-scale local situation (Teich and Bebi, 2009). Consequently, it has been affecting forest protection, especially in the
protected forest where the NRs resides (Araújo, 2003; Liang et al., 2011; Fuentes, 2011). These issues get more complex when disturbances to forest functioning and management have been shown off (Rist and Moen, 2013; Zhou, 2015).

The key to conservation and protection of species and their natural habitat is to reduce human activities in such PAs that significantly play an outstanding role in biodiversity conservation (Stoll-Kleemann, 2010; Patarkalashvili, 2016) and request the observation and prevention of its (Young, 2017). To protect biodiversity effectively, PAs, as nature reserves and national parks in Vietnam, have been established (Bleher et al., 2006; Isbell et al., 2011; Ciccarese et al., 2012; Clark et al., 2013; Geldmann et al., 2013). Conservation strategy in the PAs has been improving protection which involves stakeholders like local communities, the government authorities, and international organizations (Thi et al., 2017). And, noncompliance with regulations is often the rule from government or location areas, rather than reality, illegal activity and others of forest resource requirement grow continues (Arias, 2015). Particularly, to enhance management protection, a simple instrument is required for an assessment of human activity (Bleher et al., 2006).

In all sub-stations from NRs, as special-use forest areas, forest rangers are greatly responsible for the protective action of a certain area where local people frequently have to change their behavior, as natural resources they were formerly using maybe come off-limits (Stevens, 1997). Local managers of NRs may apply for specific regulations of inside core-zone more strictly than outside forest protection. For example, whilst no activity extraction is allowed by law (Albers and Grinspoon, 1997; No 24/10/2010/ND-CP, 2010). Regular on foot patrols focus on recording the extraction of timber, reduce poaching, avoid encroachment and restrict livestock grazing (Allendorf et al., 2007b), sometimes requires controlling illegal activity encounters. Thus, law enforcement practices by foot patrolling are commonly the approach to prohibit illegitimate activities in NRs, although the efficiency of such patrolling actions has often been questioned (Mukul et al., 2014). The following patrolling activity, the conventional styles of stable patrol routes on foot is applied and recorded by Global Positing System (GPS)-based monitoring (Jachmann, 2008a, c; Gandiwa et al., 2014; Wiafe, 2016).

Few studies have informed increased law enforcement performance in response to a decline in illegal activities in the level of forest station in Asia and Vietnam protected areas (Jachmann, 2008a, c), due to stable patrol routes which have been typically applying for PAs. In addition to this, Gandiwa et al. (2014): and Wiafe (2016) presented the proportion of all illegal activity encounter were relatively high in man-days and distance covered in one PAs. Further, with respects to illegal activity distribution, lack of law enforcement patrolling have been combined to sink in biodiversity conservation as a result of the growth of illicit activities (Bassett, 2005; Ogutu et al., 2011). Even although, there are some forest stations which support and implement the regular patrol actions. However, relatively rare research on stable patrol efforts of forest station level have been conducted in effective conservation, thus it is still unknown or lacks sufficient law enforcement effort of permanent patrol routes to address the threats to conservation (Bleher et al., 2006). Equivocally, various inquiries of information on patrol effort are still blind under forest management without evaluation on sustainable forest management. Regularly, information on patrol routes is conducted and recorded in a productive manner and normal law enforcement performance on foot (Jachmann, 2008a, c; Gandiwa et al., 2014; Wiafe, 2016). Crucially, almost of information on dangerous conservation derive from patrolling routes have been commonly recorded by
forest rangers (Jachmann, 2008a, c) or a supportive group of forest protection. It is openly significant for look into conservation activity based on two forest stations in the different nature reserves. Particularly, almost study have considered on patrolling in the long-term such as each quarter and year. Thus, in the short-term, there have not explored as filling as this research.

Due to analysis the overall effect of patrolling exercises (distance and/or hour) and illegal activity encounters between Hon Can and Nam Tien FSs during the research period, that are independent and dependent variables (Gandiwa et al., 2013). Hence, the purpose of the study is to (1) compare law enforcement ranger in both forest stations by getting to explore the circumstances if patrol performance commonly show-off, (2) compare overall relative illegal activity richness and diversity amongst two forest stations (Werner and Raffa, 2000), (3) analyze efficient patrol efforts for effective conservation on stable patrol system of both stations in NRs if rangers have been frequently implementing their patrolling routes. It is crucial to recognize the areas where illegal activities were presented and focused in the short-term period because of concentrated conservation and management efforts (Rica et al., 2017). Addition to this, there is different patrol ranger efforts in both sides if rangers have been continually patrolling in this way.

Material and methods

Site description

This study was conducted in both forest stations likely Hon Can and Nam Tien FSs in Xuan Lien and Pu Hu NRs respectively. Both forest stations are the closest to each town and the most crowded fringe population in buffer zone. Moreover, both nature reserves are the biggest in PAs in Thanh Hoa province. In local and national level, it is well-known patrol ranger effort amongst nature reserves. The description of two study areas, including foresters and effective patrol time, have been summarily presented (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of stations</th>
<th>Name of NRs</th>
<th>Number of sub-areas</th>
<th>Total areas (ha)</th>
<th>Forest officers</th>
<th>Effective patrol staff/times</th>
<th>Distance from station (km)</th>
<th>Average Elevation (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nam Tien</td>
<td>Pu Hu</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,900</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9-10</td>
<td>165-1,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon Can</td>
<td>Xuan Lien</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1-6</td>
<td>90-1,549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specifically, Hon Can FS belongs to Xuan Lien NR located in Thuong Xuan district in Thanh Hoa province, in the northeast Vietnam, near the border with Nam Xuan biodiversity conservation area in neighboring Laos. And Xuan Lien NR covers an area of approximately 24,000 ha and is lied between latitude 19°52’ to 20°02’N, longitude 104°58’ to 105°15’E. Hon Can FS, among 5 forest stations, is the only one station controlling and patrolling 2,900 ha of the core-zone of the NRs (Table 1) and responsible for the law enforcement. The fully protected core-zone of Hon Can FS (the South of border NRs) is to consider on 355 households and 1,612 inhabitants in three adjacent villages in the buffer zones. Due to the high density in the buffer-zone, there is
constant pressure on the protected area with illegal activities like logging, encroachment, poaching etc.

Pu Hu NR is located in two districts, such as Quan Hoa and Muong Lat in Thanh Hoa province, in the northeast Vietnam. It has a mountainous area of around 22,688 ha (latitude 20°30’ to 20°40’N and longitude 104°40’ to 105°05’E). There are separately seven protected areas of which Nam Tien FS is one station controlling and patrolling 3,000 ha of the core-zone of the nature reserve. In the protected buffer zones, there have around 12 villages in Nam Tien and Thien Phu communities with 450 families and 1,200 habitats. Particularly, the local citizen living in and around NRs often influence the ability of the PA to meet conservation commission (Ormsby and Kaplin, 2005). Similar to the issue of Hon Can FS area, there have been hunting, cutting, and grazing.

**Data collection**

The study focused on research in the Hon Can and Nam Tien protection areas and data collected from May to August 2017 (Fig. 1). The survey following the main track was conducted by author and rangers which forest stations have been frequently patrolling as law enforcement practice, and noting any observations indicating non-permitted actives caused by humans or livestock (Ormsby and Kaplin, 2005). The observation was once of both forest stations how to patrol and what to explore. A comparison of these patrol activities was pointed out the estimation of patrolling efficiency in both sides. During the working field, the location of illegal activity was left marks in the land, tree, stone, etc. Addition to this, an observation of hearing, feeling, and directed observation the landscape was recorded by using GPS device and standardized data sheet (Gray and Kalpers, 2005; Jachmann, 2008c; Wiafe, 2016). Such indicator of illegal activities could be location and direction marks by humans made with stones, sticks or marks on trees. Additionally, slip or drag-marks on the ground caused by tree trunks, bamboo, branches or hunted animals.

The primary observations of distinguishing marks and indicators of illegal activities were collected on such field trips and filed by local forest officers from both forest stations, sometimes Department of Science and International Cooperation and the Department of Law Enforcement of the Head-Office of both NRs as well as the Nature Protection Groups of the adjoining villages. The patrol tracks and coordinate-points (the longitude and latitude points of appearance of illegal activity (Jachmann, 2008a) from the GPS were tabulated with Microsoft Excel and transferred into MapInfo Software. Data for pressure and threat facing both forest stations were derived from an evaluation of protected areas patrol efforts effectiveness (Ayivor et al., 2013) which mainly carried out the forest rangers regularly. In order to avoid bias, author and the same rangers patrolled during the research. Even through, rangers have not been working the permanent location.

**Data analysis**

After collecting the data, descriptive statistics were designed to the summary of the characteristic of illegal activity found, and a Spearman’s rank correlation among variables such as illegal activity found, patrol-hours, patrol’s distance and man-patrol-day (Jachmann, 2008c; Wiafe, 2016). The number of illegal activity found, and protection given by the government rangers between Hon Can and Nam Tien FSs were distinct among the patrolling tracks. Law enforcement efforts were simply analyzed the
effective patrol-distance and man-day derived (Jachmann, 2008a, b) or special patrol-hour as well (Wiafe, 2016). A non-parametric Mann-Whitney (U) test was used to compare the relative abundance of illegal activity found and other variable law enforcement efforts between the two forest station areas.

**Results**

Totally, the findings from this study, following selected seven and six patrol-tracks, were normally patrolled on foot by forest officers of Hon Can and Nam Tien FSs respectively. Due to stable patrol-routes, almost patrolling tracks were thoroughly cross at least sub-areas of forest protection except for one track in Hon Can FS. These tracks
were presented with different priorities, like distance, time consumption, foresters and illegal activity found in protected areas. As all patrol-routes in both forest stations can be displayed (Fig. 1).

**Staff’s performance of patrolling**

The mean number of distance of patrol efforts was not significantly lower for Nam Tien FS (5.89 ± 1.71) compared to Hon Can FS (6.17 ± 3.02) (U = 23.5, p = 0.898). Similarly, the mean number of patrol-hours Nam Tien (3.43 ± 1.46) and Hon Can (4.84 ± 4.09) (U = 22.0, p = 0.749) as well. Furthermore, the trend of the proportion of illegal activity encounter and staffs in Nam Tien is slightly high to distance patrolled, in opposite to Hon Can. Due patrol-hour in both case studies, the trend of illegal activity found/staff improved more exponentially in Nam Tien than in Hon Can FSs (Fig. 2).

![Figure 2](image-url)  
*Figure 2. Trends of proportion of illegal activity encounter/staff in term of (a) patrol-distance and (b) patrol-hour*

The number of forest officers were correlated with long routes in Nam Tien FS (rs = 0.791, p = 0.034), whilst Hon Can FS had different aspect (rs = 0.134, p = 0.775). However, our results of patrol-hour was opposite to Wiafe (2016) report when the number of staffs were correlated in both sides [Nam Tien, rs = 0.791, p = 0.034; Hon Can (rs = 0.802, p = 0.03)]. According to Jachmann (2008a), the relation between the number of staffs and illegal activity encounter was significantly correlated, and there was the similarity of Nam Tien (rs = 0.679, p = 0.034) and of Hon Can (rs = 0.802, p = 0.03).

**Differential illegal activity found**

A total of 61 and 71 illegal activity encounters were simultaneously captured in Nam Tien and Hon Can FSs respectively. The average illegal activity found was 8.71 (± 3.546) Nam Tien and 10.14 (± 4.488) Hon Can (Fig. 3). The number of livestock grazing was the most popular amongst illegal activity found arounds coordinated points in Nam Tien and Hon Can FSs (19 and 17 respectively). Some examples for illegal activity founds are presented (Fig. 4). Bird’s nares (2 recording points) and transport
timber (2 recording points) were only found in Hon Can FS. Gunshot’s heard were higher in Hon Can FS (11 points) compared to Nam Tien FS (4 points). The number of illegal activity found in both stations were not significant (U = 59.5, p = 0.974).

**Figure 3.** The diversity of encountered illegal activity

![Figure 3](image1)

**Figure 4.** Human’s illegal activity found both sides: (a, b) Firewood collection; (c, d) Bamboo collection, 2017 (by author, 2013)
Fluctuation of illegal activity found from law enforcement efforts

This study showed that the longer patrol-distance and patrol-hour by forest officer in both stations have led to higher number of illegal activity found (Fig. 5). Seemly, law enforcement efforts were increased, and illegal activity found was increasing too. Specifically, the relationship between patrol-hour and illegal activity encounters was statistically significant [Nam Tien (rs = 0.955, p = 0.001); Hon Can (rs = 0.857; p = 0.014)]. Contrast to patrol-distance, it was correlated with illegal activity found in Nam Tien (rs = 0.793, p = 0.033) while it was opposite to Hon Can (rs = 0.571; p = 0.18). In this case of encountered illegal activity, it was evident that the patrol hour is more important than the distance of patrol routes.

Interestingly, ratio of illegal activity found/patrol-distance, each case study, was not correlated to rate of illegal activity found/patrol-hour [Nam Tien FS (rs = -0.214, p = 0.645); Hon Can FS (rs = -0.36; p = 0.939)]. Furthermore, the relation of illegal activity found/patrol-distance and illegal activity found/patrol-hour, were not significant in both sides (U = 19, p = 0.482; U = 22, p = 0.749 respectively). However, the trend of illegal activity found/patrol-distance was directly increased in Hon Can FS, compared to contrary to Nam Tien FS situation with slight decline (Fig. 6). Particularly, there was not different in both forest stations for illegal activity found in term of distance (p = 0.52) and patrol-hour (p = 0.482).

Discussion

Patrol performance

An understanding of the law enforcement that influence patrol effort can improve the forest management of natural resource (Abbot and Mace, 1999). Base on frequently patrolling routes of observation and prohibition of illegal activities sufficiently, the patrol effort by local rangers significantly depends on both distances and on the time-consuming of each track. As a result, similarity to Jachmann (2008a) and Wiafe (2016) research, across all the patrol routes, due to distance patrolled and forest officers that were correlated in Nam Tien FS, in opposite to Hon Can FS as Risdianto et al. (2016) reported. Quite surprisingly, however, the patrol-hour in both was statically correlated.
with number staffs. It was undoubted that the number of staff in Hon Can is higher 100% than that is in Nam Tien, and implied that the few protection staff like Nam Tien FS lead to less opportunity to decline illegal activity (Jachmann, 2008c; Wiafe, 2016). According to Jachmann (2008a) and Wiafe (2016), they enabled to patrol for a long period. That was possible that manager might focus on the number of staff in Nam Tien FS instead of Hon Can FS somehow.

**Figure 6. Trend of encounter rate of illegal activity found/patrolling distance and patrol-hour**

Commonly, when the increasing number of staffs are similar to illegal activity found. Even though, there were certainly many influences of staffs to show off variable patrol (regarding distances and hours) or illegal activity found, however, it might hint that the protection staffs were the available indicator of patrol-hour and illegal activity explored. Actually, the patrol-hours from local rangers was depended on topography and several factors such as strict discipline of management characteristics, habit, serious issue of illegal activity found and senior staff efforts (Jachmann, 2008b). Based on buffer zone areas aspect, the cause given for illegal activities suggests that the economic, culture and unemployment should be accounted for the high consideration on patrolling in the richness of resources. Clearly, law enforcement may influence patterns of illegal activities in a comparison of two forest stations in different protected areas (Abbot and Mace, 1999).

**Illegal trend and patrol efforts**

It is undoubted that ecologic grazing always guaranteed adjacent community maintenance and it may lead to biodiversity conservation issues (Tichit et al., 2007) and influence to plant diversity (O’Connor et al., 2010). When comparing illegal activity encountered on stable patrol routes from both sides, mainly due to differences in visibility, there has been needed to distinguish between both FSs (Jachmann, 2008b). This is no surprise because this study showed that the longer patrol-distance and patrol-hour by forest officer in both stations have led to higher number of illegal activity found.
in the long-term period (Fig. 5) (Jachmann, 2008a, c; Ayivor et al., 2013; Gandiwa et al., 2014; Wiafe, 2016). It denoted average trends of illegal activity encounters both in terms of patrol-distance and patrol-hour used for patrolling in the different tracks respectively. In both areas, upward trends of the ratio of illegal activity found in term of patrol-distance and patrol-hour in both sides were increasingly observed (Wiafe, 2016) (Fig. 5). As Plumptre et al (2014) represented that the current patrol effort based on distance did not deter illegal activities beyond in short-term evaluation.

Wiafe (2016) presented that there were many factors, e.g. the political plan, economy, and people’s knowledge that converted the trend of contribution to illegal activity and law enforcement efforts to bring it down. Additionally, there are internal factors such as leadership styles, political management, logistics provide that might have an impact on field patrolling and other related operations (Jachmann, 2008c). External factors, e.g. topography, social, motivation, and educational level should also be considered. However, this research did not consider it because of the time constraint.

Conclusion

Effective law enforcement is crucial for conservation of our case study (Holmern et al., 2007). Overall, the finding from this study found out that the index of staff and patrol-time was an important part of law enforcement in conservation areas as for example of analysis of two forest stations above. The way of monitoring system presented in this research quickly provided useful feedback the local level of forest protection management (Jachmann, 2008b) without time-consuming of fieldwork in the large area. Further, during patrol effort implied to patrol-hour as the important quality of law enforcement performance of patrolling and it correlated with patrol-distance.

In the future, it is essential for the local level of management of the forest protection apply and compare the law enforcement practice among forest stations, due to the specific solution for excluding or at least minimizing these pressures and threat illegal activities (Mohseni, 2018) regarding the objectives of conservation. This research could be useful in the conventional law enforcement for observing the current situation and beginning the patrol planning strategy. However, it needs more thorough research about the law enforcement situation in the long-time period on both sides. The fluctuation of the amount of encountered illegal activity, in the similarity of patrolling routes, will be the subject of the forthcoming study. Addition to this, the strategies and planning from patrol staffs were freely altered, at any time, with regard to attaining patrol focuses but it relies on what the patrol forest officers have experienced and how the performance of patrol have been shown (Wiafe, 2016). Improving conservation is therefore essential for the conduct of law enforcement action from forest ranger that could be affected and supported protected areas.
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APPENDIX

In Hon Can station

*Firewood collection by local people*  
*Cattle grazing in nature reserve*

*Collecting non-timber forest product*  
*Banana leaf harvesting*

*Bamboo’s shoot harvesting*  
*Bamboo harvesting*
In Nam Tien station

*Bamboo harvesting*  
*Basket of Bamboo shoot harvesting*

*Bamboo shoot harvesting*  
*Thatch harvesting*

*Camping hunter*  
*Bamboo harvesting*